La Plagne Skiing Holiday
14th March 2020
For many years we have run successfull holidays through Crystal (Tui) to the Terra Nova, now we are
planning for next year. It is to be a joint holiday Southern Ski Club for the Disabled SSCD and Aldershot
Skiing for the Disabled ASD. The holiday is described as half board, in practice there is the facility to
purchase a snack lunch and normally many elected to regroup for lunch together in the Hotel Bar or
veranda.
“The Terra Nova has a superb location in Plagne Centre
the foot of the pistes, so you can ski back to the door
and in the morning the chairlift is just on your
doorstep. You can be assured of a high quality, friendly
service in a fantastic location. All meals are served in
the hotel's panoramic restaurant with fantastic views
the slopes. The hotel offers an excellent range of
rooms, including Accessible, making it a good family
option with both twin, triple and interconnecting
rooms available”
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Travel options are Fly, Train or Drive, this holiday’s approximate cost based on last year’s figures is
£1020.00 this includes Flights, Transfer, Hotel, Lift Pass, but does not include equipment. A more
detailed breakdown will follow on receipt of response.
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1 equipped glacier
225 km of pistes
132.50 hectares of artificial snow
(359 cannons)
130 slopes including 18 black, 33 red, 69
blue, 10 green
80 Km of cross-country routes
1 snow-park, 3 boardercross, 1 half-pipe

There is a green run (easiest) immediately outside the Hotel.
We have strict Health and Safety ratios of Guides to Skiers, so no Skier’s place is guaranteed until we
have enough Guides to meet the ratio.
To start the process, we are asking for a written expression of interest to Ian Edwards by 15th July. You
will need to state in what capacity you are coming, Skier, Sit-Skier, Guide, Skiing Helper or Non-Skiing
Helper, plus if an Accessible room is required. Once I have the Safe Ratio, I can then reserve rooms and
a £175 deposit will be required. Rooms are limited so only prompt responses can secure the Holiday.
ian.chris68@brandjoe.com

